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Address CHINA IKING INDUSTRIAL GROUP CO.,LTD. 
Room 411, Xingpin Building,  
Linke East Road, 
Hedong District, Tianjin City

Country China (People´s Republic)

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Manufacturer and exporter of Glass wool, Rock wool, Aluminum foil facing (Vapor barrier) ,Rubber sheet and Pipes insulation products in China. After
more than 15 years´ development, we totally have 8 producing lines for Glass wool insulation and 2 producing lines for Rock wool insulation. We had
made OEM Production for ISOVER,HANSOL,ISOERM And IZOCAM before. Now we have our own brand ISOKING.Our products are popular due to
the high quality and competitive price all over the world.

ISOKINGTM Glass Wool Insulation Blanket Overview:

ISOKINGTM complete glass wool production lines employing latest-generation technology to manufacture boards, rolled blankets and pipes for
residential and industrial thermal and acoustic insulation needs, in compliance with the top international standards (EN, DIN, ASTM).

At the system HOT END, the raw materials are dosed, mixed, melted, fiberized, impregnated with a special binder and formed into a primitive mat of
very fine fiber glass. Continuous conveyors transport the mat to the COLD END of the plant for binder polymerization. The product is then cut to shape
and packed for shipping.

All ISOKINGTM lines comply with the latest international environmental regulations.
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